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QUESTION: 2
have a Microsoft Intune subscription.
create the Windows Autopilot deployment profile-shown in
following exhibit.

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in
the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/deployment/windows-aut
opilot/user-driven

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are helping the QA team to roll out a new load-testing tool
to test the scalability of your primary cloud services that run
on Google Compute Engine with Cloud Bigtable. Which three
requirements should they include? Choose 3 answers
A. Instrument the production services to record every
transaction for replay by the load-testing tool.
B. Ensure all third-party systems your services use are capable
of handling high load.
C. Schedule the load-testing tool to regularly run against the
production environment.

D. Ensure that the load tests validate the performance of Cloud
Bigtable.
E. Instrument the load-testing tool and the target services
with detailed logging and metrics collection.
F. Create a separate Google Cloud project to use for the
load-testing environment.
Answer: D,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
You support Oracle Database 12c Oracle Database 11g, and Oracle
Database log on the same server.
All databases of all versions use Automatic Storage Management
(ASM).
Which three statements are true about the ASM disk group
compatibility attributes that are set for a disk group?
A. RDBMS compatibility together with the database version
determines whether a database Instance can mount the
ASM disk group.
B. The ASM compatibility attribute controls the format of the
disk group metadata.
C. The RDBMS compatibility setting allows only databases set to
the same version as the compatibility value, to
mount the ASM disk group.
D. The ADVM compatibility attribute determines the ACFS
features that may be used by the Oracle 10 g database.
E. The ASM compatibility attribute determines some of the ASM
features that may be used by the Oracle disk group.
Answer: A,B,E
Explanation:
AD: The value for the disk group COMPATIBLE.ASM attribute
determines the minimum software version for an Oracle
ASM instance that can use the disk group. This setting also
affects the format of the data structures for the Oracle ASM
metadata on the disk.
B: The value for the disk group COMPATIBLE.RDBMS attribute
determines the minimum COMPATIBLE database
initialization parameter setting for any database instance that
is allowed to use the disk group. Before advancing the
COMPATIBLE.RDBMS attribute, ensure that the values for the
COMPATIBLE initialization parameter for all of the
databases that access the disk group are set to at least the
value of the new setting for COMPATIBLE.RDBMS.
For example, if the COMPATIBLE initialization parameters of the
databases are set to either 11.1 or 11.2, then
COMPATIBLE.RDBMS can be set to any value between 10.1 and 11.1
inclusively.
Not E:
/The value for the disk group COMPATIBLE.ADVM attribute
determines whether the disk group can contain Oracle
ASM volumes. The value must be set to 11.2 or higher. Before
setting this attribute, the COMPATIBLE.ASM value must

be 11.2 or higher. Also, the Oracle ADVM volume drivers must be
loaded in the supported environment.
/ You can create an Oracle ASM Dynamic Volume Manager (Oracle
ADVM) volume in a disk group. The volume device
associated with the dynamic volume can then be used to host an
Oracle ACFS file system.
The compatibility parameters COMPATIBLE.ASM and COMPATIBLE.ADVM
must be set to 11.2 or higher for the disk
group.
Note:
* The disk group attributes that determine compatibility are
COMPATIBLE.ASM, COMPATIBLE.RDBMS. and
COMPATIBLE.ADVM. The COMPATIBLE.ASM and COMPATIBLE.RDBMS
attribute settings determine the minimum
Oracle Database software version numbers that a system can use
for Oracle ASM and the database instance types
respectively. For example, if the Oracle ASM compatibility
setting is 11.2, and RDBMS compatibility is set to 11.1, then
the Oracle ASM software version must be at least 11.2, and the
Oracle Database client software version must be at
least 11.1. The COMPATIBLE.ADVM attribute determines whether
the Oracle ASM Dynamic Volume Manager feature
can create an volume in a disk group.
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